
AN OVERVIEW OF ONE OF THE EARLIEST INSTRUMENTS THE JC

DENNER CHALUMEAU

a group of different sized instruments before Denner's improvements. inventor of the clarinet, J. C. Denner would have
well as the first to attach keys to a chalumeau. .. 43This is a reasonable description of the sound produced by the.

The changes are in the beginnning in the discussion about the bore of woodwind instruments. Boehm himself
was not directly involved in its development. It makes outstanding use of the technique of a player; the
performer is required to play in all the registers of the instrument, as though playing a stringed instrument.
Leeson, Daniel. Nine years later, a man named Rameau used the clarinet in his opera in Paris. One of the
finest surviving clarinets from the first half of the 19th century is by Semiot. Three keys Perhaps as early as
ca. This register is known as the clarion register a reference to a style of trumpet playing and is thought to be
the origin of the name of the instrument. Two keys were operated by the right thumb. There is no true standard
than to say that most players used at least a thirteen keyed clarinet and this is what most composers were
writing for. The mouthpiece and barrel joint are made in one piece and, with Denner's additional key the
earliest clarinets are two-keyed instruments. When the register key is added to the lowest note on these
instruments they did produce the expected b' in the clarinet register. There is not substantial literature for the
clarinet prior to the classical era. When German clarinetist Friederich Berr began teaching at the Paris
Conservatory, the French joined the trend of playing with the reed on the bottom. Karl Stamitz and Georg
Fuchs wrote concertos for the members of the Mannheim Orchestra in the decade of and it is during this time
that there was significant experimentation with the bore and the cut of the tone holes. His friend, Anton
Stadler was a virtuosic basset hornist and Mozart fell in love with the mellow, dark tone of the clarinet.
Oxford: Clarendon Press,  Walch of Salzburg. Simiot produced clarinets with excellent tone using large tone
holes and a large 15 mm. This is the 6 page uncut version of a special work by Erin. Doubt still remains about
who made the clarinet and how. With extended sections of sixteenth note triplets at a bright tempo to be
played with virtuosic lightness, Heinrich Baermann must have had incredible technique to play these
compositions on an instrument that had only five keys. However, it must also be mentioned that apart from a
single instrument at Berkley whose attribution is much disputed there are no extant clarinets by J. The clarinet
has no major solos or truly idiomatic writing, they are used for harmonic support and do not feature many
chromatic passages. The works were written for the German virtuoso, Heinrich Baermann  Clarinetist Robert
Stark and instrument maker Anton Osterried added keys based on the Boehm clarinet to help with certain
trills. There is no documented proof that Denner alone developed the clarinet since two of his contemporaries,
Klenig and Oberlender, also made clarinets. Few improvements were attempted on the Boehm clarinets as
their users were generally happy with the clarinets. Prominent players Friedrich Berr and J. The zummara was
a single-reed instrument, much like the modern day clarinet, but it had a double bore like the double-reeded
Greek instrument aulos. The andante movement provides the clarinet with the opportunity to sing in cantabile
style with great arpeggios spanning most of the practical range of the instrument. Brahms wrote his clarinet
sonatas in , three years before his death. The size of the various pitched clarinets became more standard. This
provided a series of extra keys that could open and close in conjunction with the use of other keys and without
the need for six extra fingers. Using an electronic tuner he found that the lowest two pitches were more often f
and f instead of the expected e and f. This baroque era fingering arrangement cited by Rice may have been the
case on the earliest clarinets before Jacob Denner moved the thumb key's hole higher and made the hole
smaller. In , Kurt Birsak performed playing tests on several two and three-keyed instruments built in by G.


